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ABSTRACT 

Pili are bacterial appendages that play many important roles in bacterial behaviors, physiology and interaction with hosts. 
Via pili, bacteria are able to adhere to, migrate onto, and colonize on host cells, mechanically. Different from the most 
studied type 1 and P type pili, which are rigid and thick with an average of 6~7 nm in diameter, type 3 pili are relatively 
tiny (3-5 nm in diameter) and flexible, and their biophysical properties remains unclear. By using optical tweezers, we 
found that the elongation processes of type 3 pili are divided into three phases: (1) elastic elongation, (2) uncoiling 
elongation, and (3) intrinsic elongation, separately. Besides, the uncoiling force of the recombinant pili displayed on the 
surface of E. coli [pmrkABCDV1F] is measured 20 pN in average stronger than that of E. coli [pmrkABCDV1].  This 
suggests that pilin MrkF is involved in determining the mechanical properties of the type 3 pili. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Adherence to host cells is a critical step for a bacterium to establish successful infections. Most frequently, bacteria 
utilize tiny cell surface appendages called fimbial pili, which are typical 2-10 nm in diameter and 1-2 µm in length, to 
attach to certain surface molecules on host cells. Different pili can bind to different cell molecules and in turn result in 
distinct disease tropism [1, 2]. In general, mainly four types of pili are studied: type1, type 3, P type, and type 4.  

Despite pili have been known for more than five decades, few studies have dealt with their mechanical properties 
presumably due to their small sizes. The improvement in the resolution of imaging techniques [3] and in the construction 
of force spectroscopes [15], such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical tweezers (OT), and so on, have gradually 
revealed the complicated protein-protein interactions for pilus assembly and how a pilus is organized . 

Recently, the active force of a single type 4 pilus motor has been measured by using OT [4-5]. Besides, some passively 
mechanical properties, such as three phases of elongation behavior, of type 1 and P type pili have also been 
quantitatively characterized by OT [6-7] or AFM [8-9]. These nanotechnologies are already advancing our understanding 
of pilus physiology, adhesion properties, and assembly events, while providing new opportunities to probe the dynamic 
and physical aspects of molecules and delicate quantitative measurement. However, different from the most studied type 
1 and P type pili, the biophysical properties of type 3 pili remains unclear. 

Type 3 pili are unique to Klebsiella pneumoniae, which is an opportunistic pathogen with high prevalent rates in Taiwan, 
and share low sequence homology with P type pili and type 1 pili. Moreover, type 3 pili have been strongly implicated as 
a virulence factor [10-11]. Thus, the elucidation of assembly mechanism of this kind of pili may aid in developing 
therapeutic agents to prevent the bacteria infection. 

Recently, the nucleotide sequences of six genes involved in the expression of type 3 pili of Klebsiella pneumoniae were 
identified [12]. Those genes are mrkA, mrkB, mrkC, mrkD, mrkE, and mrkF. First of all, mrkA gene encodes the major 
fimbrial subunit. Second, mrkB and mrkC are membrane-associated genes. Third, mrkD gene encodes Klebsiella-like 
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hemagglutinin-specific adhesin activity. Forth, mrkE genes appear involved in the regulation of type 3 fimbrial 
expression. Finally, mrkF gene product is required to maintain the stability of type 3 pili on the bacterial surface via 
qualitative measurements. However, the mechanical properties due to intermolecular attraction between major subunits, 
MrkA proteins, were not clear; likewise, the quantitative stabilities of the type 3 pili with or without mrkF were not 
demonstrated.  

In this study, we will measure the mechanically elongation behavior of type 3 pili by used optical tweezers [13-15]. 
Besides, we will quantitatively analyze the functions of mrkF genes in terms of mechanical properties of type 3 pili. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

2.1 Bacterial Strains and Beads’ Functionalization 

Type 3 pili of K. pneumoniae were displayed on the surface of E. coli JM109, a non-type 3 pili-producing strain, by 
transformation of a plasmid carrying mrk operon with or without mrkF gene. The plasmids used in the study include 
[pmrkABCDV1] and [pmrkABCDV1F]. Prior to the force-versus-elongation measurement, the E. coli transformants were 
grown in LB medium (with 100 µm/ml ampicillin antibiotics) at 37oC for 20 hours to generate lower density distribution 
of type 3 pili  upon the surface of a bacterium [16]. 

1 µm carboxyl latex beads (Polysciences, Inc. Warrington, PA, USA) were functionalized with 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) for a study of a force-
versus-elongation measurement of type 3 pili [17]. In brief, the beads were washed in 0.025 M MES buffer, pH6.0. To 
activate the beads, the beads were resuspended in 1.0 ml of activation buffer (0.1 M MES, 0.5 M NaCl, and pH5.0). 
EDAC (0.4 mg) and NHS (0.6 mg) were added to the suspension and incubated at room temperature for 20-30 min. 
Beads were washed, resuspended in 50 µl activation buffer, and stored at 4oC to be used within 1 day of preparation. 
However, in this study the beads functioned as a surface onto which pili could bind non-specifically through the inherent 
hydrophobicity of the bead. This functionalization, which is described elsewhere [6], is therefore believed not to have 
any influence on the study of the mechanical properties of a single type 3 pilus presented in this work. 

In addition to the beads’ functionalization, glass coverslips were washed thoroughly, cleaned completely. Just before use, 
the coverslips were dried and placed into a holder. 

2.2 Optical Tweezers Systems 

A fiber laser (10W, single-mode cw, 1064 nm, YLR-10-1064, IPG, USA) was used as the trapping laser beam of our 
optical tweezers system. The trapping beam was guided into an inverted microscope (DMIRB, Leica, Germany) with a 
high numerical aperture objective (100× oil, NA=1.25, NPLAN, Leica, Germany). Furthermore, the specimen holder of 
the sample was mounted on a PZT stage (P-611.XZS, PI, Germany) with a minimum step size of 2 nm and a maximum 
travel range of 100 µm during its closed operation. 

The basic principle of the trapping force of the optical tweezers technique can be briefly described as follows. The 
trapping force on a small spherical bead in a trap created by optical tweezers is linearly proportional to the position of the 
bead in the trap as the displacement is less than half the radius of the bead [18]. A small particle held by the optical 
tweezers will therefore shift its position in the trap an amount that is proportional to any external force to which it is 
exposed. Therefore, the force exerted onto a trapped bead at any moment in time can thereby be determined by 
monitoring the displacement of the bead in the trap. 

The position of a small spherical bead in the trap can conveniently be monitored by the use of a probe laser, which in our 
system was a stabilized HeNe laser (0.5mW, 1507-1, JDS Uniphase, USA) with lower intensity than the trapping power 
to prevent interference with the balance of forces in the system. The probe beam is off-focused below the trapped bead in 
such a way that the bead scatters the light to a distinct spot in the far field and the forward scattering pattern of the 
collected light on the back focal plane of the condenser (20×, NA=0.5, Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan) was imaged on a 
quadrant-photodiode (QPD, S5981, Hamamatsu, Japan). The voltage signals output from the QPD are processed via a 
preamplifier and then a main amplifier (Öffner, MSR-Technik, Germany) with a amplification factor of 10 and a cut-off 
frequency of 1 MHz. Subsequently, a DAQ card (NI-6115, NI, USA) was used to record the voltage signals with a 
sampling rate of 200 kHz for a simultaneous acquisition of three channels.  

A bright-field illumination was achieved by using a halogen lamp through a lens and the condenser. The images wee 
taken by using a CCD camera (12v1E, Mirtron, Taiwan) with a filter blocking the unwanted laser light (shown in Fig. 1). 
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2.3 Calibration Procedures 

Before each measurement, the stiffness of the optical trap (defined as the derivate of the force with respect to distance for 
a small particle in the trap) was assessed using a calibration technique based upon the power spectrum of the Brownian 
motion of the trapped particle [19]. The main advantage of this technique is that can be performed rapidly in situ; a 
typical calibration procedure takes only a 10 seconds. A calibration can therefore be done before each measurement. To 
validate the Brownian motion calibration technique, separate calibrations were performed based upon the mean square 
value of the position of the trapped particle. The two calibration techniques were found to concur to within a few percent. 

 

Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of the optical tweezers system (not to scale). The near-infrared laser (fiber laser) was used as the 
optical trapping beam. The laser power is controlled via a rotatable halfwave plate (HWP2), automatically controlled via a 
computer, and polarizing beam splitter (PBS3) and detected by a power meter (818-SL, Newport, USA). After the polarizer, 
the beam is expanded to slightly overfill the back pupil of the high numerical objective. The He-Ne laser was used as the 
probing beam. The lasers were together guided into the epiillumination path of an inverted microscope and reflected by a 
dichroic mirror into the objective. The laser lights was focused by the objective to form a trap in the specimen plane and the 
forward scattering pattern of the collected light on the back focal plane of the condenser was imaged on a quadrant-
photodiode.  The illuminating light passes through the dichroic mirror to a video camera (CCD). 

Fig. 2. A) Power spectrum of a 1 µm diameter polystyrene bead was held in the laser trap with a corner 
frequency fc = 3423.49 ± 6 Hz. The power spectrum shown is the average of 60 independent power spectra. 
It consists of a thermal background caused by Brownian motion. The sampling frequency was fsample = 
65,536 Hz, the measurement time for each spectrum was 5 s, and the temperature was 26 °C.          
B) Stiffness of the trap-verser-output power. The good linearity illustrates both that the system has no 
severe misalignments and that the fiber laser has good intensity stability. 
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Typical stiffness values of the optical trap in our system were in the 0.040-0.405 pN/nm range, which corresponded to a 
laser power of from 44 mW to 560 mW measured directly at the sample (shown in Fig. 2(B)). The separation velocity for 
the measurements reported here was 0.5 µm/s. This implied that the loading rates were in the range between 5 and 200 
pN/s. 

2.4 Force Measured Procedures 

Samples were prepared directly on the cleared coverslip by sequentially adding 40 µl freshly resuspended E. coli in PBS. 
Another coverslip was placed on top separated by a two layers of double-slide tapes onto the microscope and incubated 
for 20-30 min to valid the bound between bacteria and the lower coverslip. Then, the PBS with unbound E. coli was 
sucked and immediately 40 µl activated1.0-µm beads were added into the sample. 

 

Next, a suspended bead was trapped by the optical tweezers. The trap was then calibrated before the bead and moved the 
bead to approach a bacterium, which was attached on the under coverslip, but not to touch a bacterial surface. Then a 
probably automatic formation of an attachment between a pilus and a bead was waited for few seconds. Furthermore, to 
confirm the formation of an attachment, attempts were made to slightly separate the bead and the bacterium.  

Finally, Move a coverslide by a piezo-stage to gradually separate the bead and the pilus. A force could be exerted on the 
pilus bound to the bead. As the force was increased, the position of the bead became displaced a small distance relative 
the center of the trap. Then the position of the bead was therefore continuously monitored until the elongation behavior 
of the pilus, providing continuous information of the force variation as a function of position of the coverslip, which in 
turn could be related to the length of the pilus (shown in Fig. 3). 

2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Images 

First, the E. coli JM109 [pmrkABCDV1F] and [pmrkABCDV1] incubated for 16 hours [16]. Next, these E. coli were 
negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) on a formvar/carcon copper-grid [20]. Finally, the sample were 
subsequently sealed and putted in TEM (JEM-2010, JEOL) with operated voltage of 200 kV to observe.  

Fig. 3. Force measured procedures. (A) A bacterium is mounted upon a coverslip. The trapped bead serves as a force 
indicator in the optical tweezers system and is moved to approach a single pilus. (B) A strong bond is formed 
between the trapped bead and the bacterial pili. (C) A force is exerted on the pili by moving the coverslip.      
(D) The pilus detached from the bound bead.  

A B C D 

Coverslip 

Optical Trap 

Pilus Pilus Bacterium Bead 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 The structure of type 3 pili 

In order to study the dependence of the elongation of a single type 3 pilus as a function of the stretching force exerted by 
optical tweezers, we have prepared a strain of E. coli transformants, grown in LB medium, which expresses the desired 
type 3 pili of low density. Fig. 4(A) shows the TEM image of an E. coli with only a few pili: typically, 15 pili per 
bacterium. As shown in Fig. 4(B), the pili are of approximately l = 2 µm in length and D = 3.6 nm in diameter. With this 
strain of E. coli, it is feasible for us to adhere to a single type 3 pilus and then to perform the force-versus-elongation 
measurement by using optical tweezers. 

 

3.2 Three phases of elongation behaviors of a type 3 pilus 

Fig. 5 shows that the elongation of type 3 pili can be classified into three phases: namely, (1) elastic elongation, (2) 
uncoiling elongation, and (3) intrinsic elongation, separately. It is obvious to see that, in the elastic phase, a type 3 pilus 
first elongates linearly with the increasing stretching force like a coil for weak stretching force.  As the stretching force 
reaches around 85 pN, the elongation behavior of the pilus switches dramatically from the elastic phase into the 
uncoiling phase.  In this peculiar phase, the fully stretched pilus, a rod of a helical structure of MrkA, keeps elongating at 
the fixed stretching force of 85 pN by uncoiling their helical structure one turn by another. Eventually, the length of the 
completely uncoiled pilus would be twice as long as its original length at the end of the uncoiling phase. As the 
stretching force keeps increasing, the further elongation of the completely uncoiled pilus shifts into the intrinsic phase. In 
the final intrinsic phase, the elongation of the pilus is nonlinear with the increasing force, which is believed an 
overstretching of the completely uncoiled structure. 

 

 

A B Fig. 4. A) TEM images of E. coli 
JB109 with [pmrkABCDV1F]. 
Type 3 pili are in average 3.6 
nm in diameter and ~2 µm in 
length. An E. coli is with only 
a few pili; typically, 15 pili per 
bacterium. B) It is locally 
enlarged image of the image in 
A). 

Fig. 5. A) Force-versus-elongation curve of a single type 3 pilus. The 
elongation behaviors of type 3 pili are divided from three phases: (1) 
Elastic elongation, (2) Uncoiling elongation, (3) Intrinsic elongation. 
B) Schematic illustrations of a type 3 pilus under various phases of 
elongation. 

A B 
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In the elastic phase in Fig. 5(A), the mechanical property of the type 3 pilus can be characterized by the traditional 
elasticity modulus, which is also called Young’s modulus 

 
( ) lD

k

ll

AF
E p

×
=

∆
= 22/

/

π , (1) 

in which F (in units of N) is the stretching force to the pilus, A (in units of m2) = π (D/2)2 is the cross area of the pilus, D 
(in units of m) is the diameter of the pilus, l (in units of m) is the original length of the pilus, ∆l (in units of m) is the 
elongated length of the pilus, and kp (in units of N/m) is the stiffness of the pilus.  Note that the stiffness kp of the type 3 
pilus is simply the slope of elongation-force curve in this phase: accordingly, kp ≅ 0.219 pN/nm. Consequently, 
substituting 0.219 pN/nm, 12 µm, and 3.6 nm into Eq. (1) for kp, l, and ∆l, respectively, results in a Young’s modulus of 
10.75 MPa (in units of pN/µm2). This suggests that the elongation behavior of type 3 pili in the elastic phase is similar to 
that of rubber. 

In the uncoiling phase in Fig. 5(A), like type 1 or P type pili, type 3 pili also reveal a plateau phase in the force-versus-
elongation curve. Similarly, we believe that this behavior results from the uncoiling of the helical (quaternary) structure 
of MrkA in a serial manner at a constant force [6]. This signature confirms that the elongation of the pili and the 
corresponding binding pili are no longer elastic as the uncoiling process begins. Once the helical structure of the pilus 
has been completely uncoiled and turned into a chain, as shown in Fig. 5(B), larger and larger forces are required to keep 
stretching the chain.   

Subsequently, in the intrinsic phase in Fig. 5(c), the slope of the elongation-force curve becomes steeper and steeper as 
the stretching force increases. The details of this behavior remain unclear yet. However, at the end of the nonlinear 
elongation in this phase, a sudden drop of the stretching force occurs.  This force is referred to the rupture force due to 
the detachment of the pilus from the bound bead. 

3.3 The mechanical properties of type 3 pilus with mrkF and without mrkF 

As to the function of gene mrkF, only one paper was found related to the stability of type 3 pili containing mrkF [12] up 
to now.  Qualitatively, this paper mentioned that it is easier for type 3 pili without mrkF than those with mrkF to detach 
from the surface of E. coli when the environmental temperature exceeds 55oC. However, there is no quantitative 
comparison between their mechanical properties otherwise. In this study, we found that the uncoiling force of the 
recombinant pili displayed on the surface of E. coli [pmrkABCDV1F] is measured 20 pN in average stronger than that of 
E. coli [pmrkABCDV1], as shown in Fig. 6. This suggests that gene mrkF is involved in determining the mechanical 
properties of the type 3 pili. 

 

A B

Fig. 6. A) Force-versus-elongation curve of a single type 3 pilus in present of mrkF gene. The uncoiling force is 85 
pN. B) Force-versus-elongation curve of a single type 3 pilus in absence of mrkF gene. The uncoiling force is 65 
pN. This suggests that mrkF is involved in determining the mechanical properties of the type 3 pili 
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4. CONCULSION 

We have employed optical tweezers technique to investigate the three phases of elongation behaviors of type 3 pili: (1) 
elastic elongation, (2) uncoiling elongation, and (3) intrinsic elongation. Firstly, in the elastic phase, the Young’s 
modulus of type 3 pili is estimated to be 10.75 MPa. This suggests that type 3 pili are similar to rubber in terms of 
mechanical property under weak stretching force. Next, in the uncoiling phase, the uncoiling force of type 3 pili is 
approximately 85pN, which is larger than those of P type pili and type 1 pili. This suggests that type 3 pili have a 
stronger interaction between adjacent turns of the helical rod. Lastly, in the intrinsic phase, the elongation behavior is 
nonlinear. This suggests that a larger force is then required to stretch the chain-like pilus after the rod has been 
completely uncoiled.  

In addition to the elongation behavior of type 3 pili, we have also quantitatively measured that E. coli [pmrkABCDV1F] 
is 20 pN in average stronger than that of E. coli [pmrkABCDV1]. This suggests that gene mrkF is involved in determining 
the mechanical properties of type 3 pili.  

We hope that this study provides new insights to understand the physiological mechanism of bacteria in resisting the 
shear flow in human body [21]. 
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